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This project aimed to analyze the implementation of extended realities to teach construction
management at the university level. Extended realities in this context are referring to augmented
reality (AR) and virtual reality (VR); these are the two for which funding was received by
Cavrnus. The foundation for this project started with the pre-existing lesson for the California
Polytechnic State University’s (Cal Poly) residential construction class. The original lesson was
constructed with the students learning the wood framing of a house by reading. While this is a
suitable learning method for some it is not the best for all. This project introduces VR and AR into
the learning environment bringing kinesthetic and visual learning into the scenario. The theory is
by providing a 3D experience one can improve the amount of information retained. With the
information gathered, it is determined that VR and AR could be used more in the near future and a
good resource to teach. However, there are some software issues that need to be worked on before
it becomes available for teaching purposes.
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Project Background
This project emerged from discussions with Cal Poly’s construction management faculty on how
to further implement Augmented (AR) and Virtual Reality (VR) into the existing curriculum. I
reached out specifically to Andrew Kline, an Assistant Professor who teaches a number of virtual
design and building information modeling classes, at Cal Poly. He has introduced his classes to a
number of future technologies that are being utilized in the construction management industry.
With my personal background in AR/VR technology, and an interest in the workflows, I reached
out to Andrew Kline to explore and create a project about how extended realities are being
implemented in the construction industry and how they can be used in the classroom. We came up
with the idea to restructure one of the construction management introductory assignments which
focused on building fundamentals.

Shown below in Figure 1 is a part of the assignment introduced in the Fundaments of Construction
Management Course. This assignment is used to introduce students to the parts and pieces of a
wood-framed structure as well as to introduce them to the different phases of a residential structure.

Figure 1 - Fundaments of Construction Management Original
Assignment

Process
3D Model/Editing Lesson Material: The first step of this project was the create a 3D model in Revit
that contained all the components of a wooden home. I was given the current lesson plan with all the
components required to be taught. It also included the definitions for all of them. Next, I added a few
more components and definitions I thought were essential (some include rough sill, 3 stud corners,
and subflooring). After this, I had a model, all components, and definitions.
Software & Hardware Funding: The next step was getting the hardware and software that would be
used to teach with. I reached out to Anthony Duca the founder of Cavrnus. Its mission is to,
“empower every enterprise, brand, and creator to easily design, build and share their vision of a
destination metaverse on the experience internet with anyone, anywhere, on any device scale”
(Cavrnus™). What this means is that Cavrnus is a virtual space in which one can import models to
interact with others through any form of technology. Some of their clients in construction use the
software to visualize the construction of wood framing apartments. It helps them detect clash
detection and gives the owner a better understanding of the building. What this software meant for me
was I would be able to place my 3D model and have the person learning the material enter whether in
VR, AR, tablet, or laptop. Cavrnus gladly sponsored the software and hardware for free.

Configuring Model In Cavrnus: Next, I logged into the software and inserted my 3D model. The
only problem was that the model was identified as the same layer. Therefore, I wasn’t able to change
the colors of different components to make them stand out as different from each other. The first
version of the model looked like the image in Figure 2.

Figure 2 – 1st Time Importing 3D Model Into Cavrnus
Configuring Model In SimLab: It turned out there was no way to separate the parts into layers in the
software so I brought the model to SimLab Composer 10 and created each component into a new
layer. It looked like Figure 3 once I was done editing it.

Figure 3 – SimLab Composer 10 Model

Configuring Model In Cavrnus Cont.: The next time I imported the model into Cavrnus it became
easier to manage and manipulate. After, understanding the workflows in Cavrnus I got the lesson plan
to be easy to do from a student's perspective. A few of the lessons I learned from the original upload
was that Cavrnus was not intended to be used the way I was using it. It was difficult to label things in
the software. It required a lot of reconfiguring each time you entered the space after closing it out.
Overall, I was able to make it work for the purpose, but it requires some workaround. Now that I had
the 3D model in Cavrnus with all the materials color-coded and the materials labeled, I had to figure
out how to make VR and AR work.
Getting VR To Work: The VR device I was trying to configure with the model was the Oculus Quest
2. In order for this to work, I had to download the Oculus Software and then boot up Cavrnus. I found
that you could use the computer or a laptop to learn the material; however, the experience was best
with the VR headset. With the headset, there were two ways to view the lesson plan. You could view
it with the headset wireless or wired. When wired it allowed the frames per second (FPS) to be 60,
which is relatively high. When the FPS is higher the screen seems less jittery allowing for an easier
time processing the info on the screen. However, when you had it run off the headset graphics card the
FPS dropped to around 30, which is not the best and could cause motion sickness.

Figure 4 – Testing VR Wirelessy in Cavrnus

Getting AR To Work: Next, I wanted to test and configure an AR device. The difference between AR
and VR in Cavrnus is in VR you see the model in a fully virtual space. While in AR you see the
model in the world you are in (Ex. in Figure 5).

Figure 5 – My Model In Augmented Reality
The AR device was a Magic Leap headset. The setup for this device was much more tedious and
involved me having to call Cavrnus for support. The device has a lot more components such as a
mini-computer you latch to your pocket which made it more difficult; however, you didn’t need to be
connected with a cord to the desktop. Once, I had the Magic Leap headset on I had to connect to
Cavrnus. To connect I had to an external Cavrnus build app downloaded onto the device. This was
more difficult than downloading it from the web browser cause the Magic Leap interface is not as
user-friendly. Once, this was completed I had to duplicate my space in Cavrnus and load it into it in
the Magic Leap. When I loaded in I saw my model floating really far away. The reason for this is that
you don’t spawn into the same area you logged off on in AR mode. I had to then log into another
Cavrnus account on my desktop computer to move the foundation model in front of the area where the
AR headset was located. After, this I was able to walk around the model.
Gather Opinions: Once this was all completed I was able to show the final product to fellow peers at
Cal Poly. We came across slight sickness when you used the controllers to move so I informed people
to just walk around and explore without them. I gave each person a 5’ x 5’ space to walk. For the
experience, I stuck with VR as the main way to showcase the project. People overall liked the
experience and had fun disconnecting and reconnecting the different components like legos. I wasn’t
able to quiz people, but if I did this again I would do so.

Deliverables
The main deliverables for this project were the following:

1) Virtual Learning Space (In Cavrnus)
○ I provide Cal Poly with a virtual space with the lesson plan to re-create the
assignment using extended reality. The space includes a foundation model
and a wall framing model.

[Foundation Model In Cavrnus]

[Wall Framing Model In Cavrnus]

2) SimLab 3D Model
○ The 3D model with the separated components. This allows for easier
adjustment of the project if future additions are necessary.

[SimLab 3D Model]

Lessons Learned
What I’ve learned through this project is that extended realities have the opportunity to give learners
more methods of retaining the information. This is done through a more interactive experience.
Creating this experience was difficult and a lot of hours were put into figuring out how to get it all to
work. The hardware is becoming more affordable making that not the limitation to this becoming
more widespread. The limitation seems to be the software which needs to be built more user-friendly
for people to easily design these spaces. It took some creative thinking to work around limitations like
labeling things in Cavrnus’s Software. I do think this was a good way to learn the info. It is a valuable
learning tool because it brings in kinesthetic learning also known as “doing the real thing” (“Virtual
Reality in the School Classroom with Classvr.”). According to many sources, ClassVR being one of
them, you remember more of what we say & do out of all forms of learning. I believe if I had more
people's opinions and possibly quizzed my peers I would have seen what this data is showing below in
Figure 6. Overall, I could see it implemented in a learning environment on campuses eventually.

Figure 6 – The Cone of Learning Chart
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